Mindset
PINPOINT

Even in the growth mindset, failure can be a painful experience.
But it doesn’t define you.
Carol Dweck

What are the implications of these two mindsets?

Carol Dweck found over several
decades of research that people
adopt either of two very
different views about their
abilities.

The graphic below summarises Dweck’s findings about the two different mindsets.

These are the two mindsets —
fixed or growth —that directly
affect how peoples’ lives turn
out.
Explaining succeess
Robert Marzano identified four
perceived causes of success
held by students.
n Luck
n Ability
n Teachers
n Effort.
Selecting any cause other than
effort is a sign of a fixed
mindset. This view of the world
is consistent with not taking
personal responsibility for one’s
learning.
The impact on learning
Students with a fixed mindset
tend to be more interested in
performance and its praise,
than with learning for its own
sake.
They are performance–oriented
rather than mastery –oriented.
They hate making errors and
avoid any feedback.
In contrast growth mindset is
characterised by a desire for
growth over success. And a
hunger for feedback.
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Some believe that they are born
with a set of fixed abilities,
including intelligence. Others
believe abilities are not fixed in
that way. Personal attributes
and intelligence can be
improved through effort.
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What is mindset?
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avoid the challenges
they face because it
all seems too difficult

face up to challenges
because they have
confidence in the methods
they have used before

OBSTACLES

OBSTACLES

continue with the task
because they know what
to do with tools they’re
familiar with

give up all too readily
because they don’t
know what to do
EFFORT

EFFORT

see effort as a
waste of time because it
is has no method

think it worthwhile because
their efforts result in some
improvement

CRITICISM

CRITICISM

ignore difficult feedback
because they don’t know
what to do with it

accept feedback as it is
directed to the visual tool
and how to improve it

SUCCESS OF OTHERS

SUCCESS OF OTHERS

interested in learning about
the actions that caused their
success nnnnn

feel threatened by others’
success because they don’t
know what caused it

LIKELY SUCCESS

LIKELY FAILURE
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